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Metadata	Defini+on	
It	is	defined	as	the	data	providing	informa.on	about	one	or	more	aspects	of	the	
data;	 it	 is	 used	 to	 summarize	 basic	 informa.on	 about	 data	 which	 can	 make	
tracking	and	working	with	specific	data	easier.		

Types	
From	the	Na.onal	Informa.on	Standards	Organiza.on	(NISO):	
	
•  Descrip,ve	metadata:	used	for	discovery	and	iden.fica.on		
	
•  Structural	metadata:	how	the	components	of	an	object	are	organized.		
	
•  Administra,ve	metadata:	 informa.on	 to	 help	manage	 the	 source.	 (technical	

informa.on,	rights	management	metadata	and	preserva.on	metadata)	

Background	



Goals	

•  	What	informa+on	should	be	in	the	metadata?	
	àcontent	

	
	
•  How	to	compute/extract	this	informa+on?	

	à	methods	
	
	
•  How	to	access	to	the	metadata?	

	à	Tools	for	quering	
	



							

•  SWGs	requirements	
	à	more	complete	as	possible	info	from	the	beginning	

	
	
•  General	archive	miner	point	of	view	

	à	not	only	radioastronomer!	
		
	
•  SDP	requests	

	à	to	be	able	to	re-process	at	ESDC	
	
		
•  lessons	learn	from	exis.ng	archives:	

	à	informa.on	clean	and	clear	is	needed	

	To	consider… 	



Standards	in	radioastronomy:	
Image	metadata	

Typically	images	are	stored	in	FITS	files	(v	4	of	13	August	18)	
	h]ps://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/standard40/fits_standard40aa-le.pdf	

Mandatory	Keywords	
•  Principal:	SIMPLE	,	BITPIX,	NAXIS,	NAXISn	,	END	
•  Conforming	Extensions:	XTENSION,	PCOUNT	,	GCOUNT		
	
Other	Reserved	Keywords	
•  Keywords	Describing	the	History	or	Physical	Construc+on	of	the	HDU:	DATE,	

ORIGIN,	EXTEND,	BLOCKED	
•  Keywords	Describing	Observa+ons:	DATE-OBS	,	DATExxxx	,	TELESCOP,	INSTRUME,	

OBSERVER	,	OBJECT		
•  Bibliographic	Keywords:	AUTHOR,	REFERENC		
•  Commentary	Keywords:	COMMENT	,	HISTORY	,	Keyword	Field	is	Blank,		
•  Array	Keywords:	BSCALE	,	BZERO	,	BUNIT	,	BLANK	,	CTYPEn	,	CRPIXn	,	CRVALn,	

CDELTn,	CROTAn,	DATAMAX,	DATAMIN		
•  Extension	Keywords:	EXTNAME	,	EXTVER,	EXTLEVEL,	INHERIT	
	
Addi+onal	Keywords:	Requirements	+	Restric.ons	
	



Sugges+ons…	
h]ps://docs.google.com/document/d/18f62tvZ1Xfmqv6VKzoIwGYgOVAfDQxJHJYs68bqcQjY/edit?usp=sha	

	
1.   data	acquisi,on	and	reduc,on	kwds:	info	from	raw	data	
KRATARG,	 KDECTARG,	 KUVRANGE,	 KBAND,	 KMINPRLBL,	 KMAXPRBL,	 KMAXANGSC,	
KPADLIST,	KNANT,	KMINEL	
	
2.   Image	descrip,on	kwds:	info	from	images	
KBNDRES,	 KCHNRMS,	 KSPATRES,	 KSTOKES,	 KDYNRNGE,	 KBNDCTR,	 KBNDWID,	
KFLUXTOT,KCALIB,	KTIMERES,	KCONTSUB,	KSELFCAL,	KDECONV	
	
3.   others:	info	from	proposal,	schedule,	etc	
KPROJID,	KSB,	KZSOURC,		KSOFTVER,	KFOV,	KEXPTIME,	KAVGT,	KAVGF,	KQAFLG	,KGRID	

	
à  Add	the	kwds	derived	from	the	study	of	ObsCore		for	Italian	Pulsar	Search		

h]ps://docs.google.com/document/d/11UKi8_XKsfznqnGjVdBSjjWhRW3vd8bCMEDJuqh1EQU/edit	
	

à  For	all	kwds	a	clear	defini,on	is	needed!!	
	



Sugges+ons	

•  catalogues	specifying	the	source	proper.es	(posi.on,	flux	density,	size,	etc.)		

•  surface	brightness	distribu.on	of	the	sky	as	a	func.on	of	posi.on	and	
frequency			

	
•  clean	components	table	

•  descrip.on	of	the	point	spread	Func.on	of	the	observa.ons	

•  spectra	line	catalogue	of	at	least	the	most	brilliant	sources	in	the	field	

•  moments	maps	and	masks	used	to	make	them	

•  signal-to-noise	maps	

•  velocity	field	and	velocity	dispersion	maps	at	various	resolu.on	
		
•  Others?	



Metadata	content	

We	do	not	know	what	will	be	the	SKA	data	format,	however:	
	
•  will	we	start	from	FITS	info?	If	yes,	what	will	we	recommend?		

	à	go	through	the	v.4	standard	FITS	document?	
	
	
•  	what	else?			

	à	go	through	the	WP5	SKA	metadata	recommenda.ons?	
	à	descrip.ve,	structural,	administra.ve	types?	
	
	

•  	how	to	know	more	in	details	SWGs	and	SDPs	requirements	and		
	non	radioastronomer	users?	
	à	surveys?	

	
	
•  	uniformity	of	metadata	content	between	archival	images	is	required	for	full	

scien.fic	exploita.on	of	the	archival	
à  Implica.on	on	methods	to	obtain	them	(see	aoer)	

	
		
		



Methods	to	obtain	the	metadata	

•  How	to	extract	(and	ingest)	the	needed	info?	

à Info	extracted	by	ESDC	tools	or	by	PI	or	combina.ons?	
		
à Looking	at	the	exis.ng	tools?	What	are	they?	Or	give	general		

	possible	design?	
	
à 	Guides	where	the	procedures	will	be	clearly	described	
	
à 	valida.on	problems	(see	later	discussion)	
		



Tools	to	query	the	metadata	

•  Which		will	we	recommend?	
	à	an	exis.ng	one	or	give	a	general	design?	

		
•  If	an	exis.ng	one,	why	this?	



Standards	in	astronomy	

STANDARDS	
	
•  AVM	 -	 Astronomy	Visualiza+on	Metadata:	 a	 standard	 defining	 discovery	metadata	 for	

fully	rendered	astronomical	imagery.	

•  FITS	-	Flexible	Image	Transport	System:	Used	by	the	astronomy	community	to	originally	
describe	telescope	images,	but	is	now	a	family	of	standards	to	describe	mul.-dimensional	
data	 including	spa.al,	 spectral	and	 temporal	dimensions	and	the	scaling	and	distor.ons	
that	may	be	present.	

•  Interna+onal	 Virtual	 Observatory	 Alliance	 Technical	 Specifica+ons:	 A	 set	 of	
specifica.ons,	 including	 metadata	 standards,	 that	 enable	 the	 integra.on	 of	 many	
astronomical	archives	into	an	interna.onal	virtual	observatory.	

•  SDAC	-	Standard	for	Documenta+on	of	Astronomical	Catalogues:	Used	as	an	alterna.ve	
to	FITS	for	archiving	astronomical	data	 in	a	 form	that	 is	more	accessible	to	humans	and	
standard	Unix	command-line	tools.	

•  SPASE	Data	Model:	An	informa.on	model	for	describing	the	elements	of	the	heliophysics	
data	environment.	



Standards	in	astronomy	
EXTENSIONS	
•  FITS	 World	 Coordinate	 System	 (WCS):	 An	 extension	 of	 FITS	 that	 enables	 data	 to	 be	

defined	to	specify	physical,	or	world	coordinates	within	each	pixel	in	an	imag	
•  IMPEx	Data	Model:	A	simula.on	exten.on	to	the	SPASE	data	model	
•  Resource	Metadata	for	the	Virtual	Observatory:	Defines	metadata	terms	and	concepts	

necessary	for	discovery	and	use	of	astronomical	data	collec.ons	and	services.	

And	also	INAF	VO	Tools:		
VODANCE,	TASMAN,	IA2TAP	



Standards	in	astronomy	



Extra	slides	



AKF:	ALMA	Keywords	Filler	project	
E.	Liuzzo	et	al.	2018	

•  Python	code	implemented	in	a	CASA	task	
						h]p://www.alma.inaf.it/index.php/ALMA_FITS_Keywords	
	

	
	
	
•  It	returns	a	dic.onary	of	kwds	that	could	be	included	in	metadata	
	
•  The	FITS	code	is	working	on	different	types	of	data,		
					NOT	ONLY	ALMA	e.g.	VLA,	VLBA,	EVN	
	
	

	
	

Sugges+ons…	
@IT	ARC	



@IT	ARC	+	TS	

Web	interface	providing	with	automa.c	processing:	

•  FITS	kwds	on	the	base	of	the	AKF	code		
	
AND	ALSO		
•  			advanced	image	analysis	plots	
•  catalogue	cross-matching	
•  minimum	input	of	user	is	required	–	the	image	computa.ons	and	

the	required	parameter	seqngs	are	fully	automated	

Registra.on	is	needed	

KAFE:			
the	Key-analysis	Automated	FITS-images	Explorer	

Burkutean	et	al.	2018	
h]ps://arc.ia2.inaf.it/kafe.php	

Sugges+ons	



KAFE

Maximum 
channel map

3D view of 
the cube

3D spectral
slabs 

Moment 0,1,2 maps line	detec+on	+	
spectral	fit	



KAFE
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KAFE
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Please register your interest by writing to 
kafe@ira.inaf.it

Notes:
•  Flexible for new features


